
 
 

 

 
Abstract—This paper gives an overview of cloud computing 

applications including its particular characteristics, traits and 
issues. 
 

Index Terms—Cloud Computing, Cloud Applications. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
oday the use of cloud computing applications i s 
mushrooming at an ever inc reasing rate. But what exactly 
is cloud c omputing? “Cloud computing is a technology 

that allows t he users to access s oftware applications, 
hardware, storage, com puting processes directly from the 
web.” [1] This is no doubt being helped by the prevalence of 
mobile devices suc h as smart phones a nd tablets with fast  
internet access using 3G and 4G c ommunications links in the  
form of m obile cloud com puting [2]. T hese devices have  
direct, fast and cheap links to  the internet which m akes it 
easier to upload and download programs and applications onto 
the internet and on online network storage services. Often this 
mobile link provides a superior and faster link to the internet 
cloud than using a fixed broadband access. This paper 
describes the various major applications of cloud com puting 
along with its pertinent characteristics. 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING APPLICATIONS 
Cloud computing applications are in timately linked with 
mobility of the user, this may involve international travel. The 
user wants a sea mless integration of services using m ultiple 
devices often from multiple locations. The user wa nts 
convenience and to ca rry the minimum amount of hardware. 
Loss of hardware storage devices may also be a n issue. Thus 
applications which caters for these nee ds have a special 
appeal. Security applications, disaster relief, crowd computing 
involving social networking [2] are pri me candidates for 
adoption of mobile cloud computing applications.  
Both Apple and Google provide cloud applications, such as 
Apple’s iCloud and Google’s mobile email service. 
 
The adoption of cloud computing has not been as fast as 
mobile telephony. Khan et al., [3] mentions that by 2014 there 

 
 

is expected t o be about 1 billion m obile cloud services  
subscribers, this, howe ver, only re presents 19% of mobile 
subscribers. The main reason for this sl ow adoption has been 
due to security concerns. Fig. 1, below illustrates how security 
concerns can be addressed to provide a very secure cloud 
computing platform.  

 
Fig. 1. Security Services on Different Layers of Cloud Computing [2]. 
 
Many cloud applications also request and send location data. 
This sensitive inform ation of the user also needs to be 
“cloaked” or hidden. This can be implemented as a n “in-
device” service [3]. Even though end-to-end security may be 
available when utilizing cl oud computing, the issue of who is 
responsible for “personal data” is a very important issue. This 
is discussed in length by Hon et al. [4]. 
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[4] concludes that an end-to-e nd accountability approach has 
to be taken. Where data is not processed then an intermediary 
role of neither data controller nor processor should also be 
adopted, like the action of a host. 
 
Cloud computing is particularly suited for distance e-learning. 
A comparison between the cl ient-server model and the cl oud 
computing model is shown in Table 1 [1] with regard to this. 
Cloud computing can be offered as “Saa S (Software as a 
Service) such as data stora ge, computing power a nd PaaS 
(Platform as a Service ) such as web development platform.” 
[1]. 
 
Table 2 [5] summarizes the essential requirements of security,  
privacy, availability, auditing, flexib ility, archiving, quality of 
service and scalability. Table 2 was composed from studying 
case studies i n the dom ains of Government Applications, 
Large Scale Computations (Business Intelligence Systems), 
Financial Services, Healthcare Applicat ions and Online 
Entertainments.   
 
Table 2. Requirements Summary [5]. 
 Governmental 

Applications 
Large-Scale
Computations 

Financial
Services 

Healthcare 
Applications 

Online 
Entertainment

Archiving High Low/Medium High High Medium 
Audit High Low High High Low 
Availability Medium/High Medium High High High 
Flexibility Medium Low High Medium Low 
Privacy High Low High High Low 
Security High Low High High Medium 
QoS Medium Medium Medium Medium High 
Scalability Medium High Medium Medium High 

 
Digital Library Applications are discussed in depth in [6]. [7] 
discusses using cloud c omputing to im plement a distributed 
geographical information system platform. 
Table 3 [8] summarizes the main  policy and applications of 
cloud computing in large-scale organizations. 
 
Table 3. Main Policy  and Applications o f Cloud Computing in Large-scale 
Organizations [8]. 
 Enterprises Cloud Offerings Types of Service 
Major 
Foreign 
Enterprises 

Google Goole App 
Engine 
Platform for 
web apps 

Delivery and deployment 
platform (App Engine) 
and productivity tools 
(Google Apps). 
Low-cost hardware, 
scalable software 
infrastructure, 
innovative applications. 
Easy to build, m aintain 
and scale. 

Microsoft Online 
Services 
Windows/Office 
Live. 
Windows 
Azure 
Platform 

Via internet to build cloud 
computing platform. 
Connect the billions of 
desktop and ex plore to a 
strong cloud network. 
Software + Services 
strategy: future is a 
combination of local 
software and Internet 
services 

Amazon Elastic 
Compute 
Cloud and 
Simple 
Storage 
Service 

Through its Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) products, 
offers a pay-as -you-go 
access to virtual  servers 
and data storage space 

Salesforce On-line CRM Based on network, 

services advocating NO Software. 
HP, Intel, 
Yahoo 

The plan of 
Cloud 
computing 
trial platform 

Open source software; 
integrate 
the Internet; eliminate data 
intensive research 
computing and business  
computing in a v ariety of 
obstacles, promote open 
collaboration. 

SAP ERP software 
based on cloud 
computing 

End-user applications 
delivered as service,  
instead of On-pre mise 
implementation. 

Major 
Domestic 
Enterprises 

Qihoo, 
Kingsoft, 
etc. 

“Cloud Saftey” Cloud safety via the 
network of plent y End- 
cloud customer computers 
to detect the software 
abnormal actions. The 
more cloud node users is, 
the more safety will be. 

Alibaba Ali-software E-commerce business 
based SaaS and PaaS 
model. 

21vianet Distributed 
IDC sources 
And CloudEx 

Include complete internet 
host computer CloudEx 
Computing Service. Cloud 
security services, data 
backup for Individuals and 
enterprises to the Internet 

State policy 
about cloud 
computing 
and Major 
collaborative 
research 
institutions 

The policy “Pilot Program of Cloud-Computing Service 
Innovation” demonstrated Beijing’s vision and determination 
of pushing forward Cloud-Computing in China, in which 
Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Hangzhou and Wuxi have been 
chosen as the first wave pilot cities in the program. 
IBM in North Carolina and Toky o's cloud co mputing 
datacenters; 
IBM Innovation C enter in Beijing, China, the establis hment 
of IBM Greater China Cloud Computing Center; 
Electronics Research Institute and Guangdong Dongguan 
Songshan Lake S cience and Technology  Industrial Park in  
cooperation to invest in cloud computing platform; 
Ali Baba and Nanjing Municipal Government: E-commerce 
cloud computing center. 

 
It should be noted that th e idea of cloud com puting was 
proposed jointly back in 2007 by IBM and Google [9]. 
 
Smart Mobile Devices  [10] can use sensors that make 
applications context aware, which reduces user input. Mobile  
Applications can be enhanced with REST (Representative 
State Transfer) based cloud computing technologies to create 
applications that exceed t he capabilities of traditional mobile 
devices. Combining these creates the opportunity to develop a 
completely new paradigm of consumer software applications. 
 
The need for speed can ea sily be achieve d by a dopting the 
platform of cloud com puting. This is realized as a parallel 
multiple pipelined architecture which is shown in Fig. 2 [11]. 
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Fig. 2. Classic Cloud Processing Model. [11] 

Recent advances delivered by HTML 5 is now being exploited 
in implementing efficient mobile cloud c omputing 
applications. Some of t he features present in HTML 5 are 
shown in Table 4, below. 
 
Table 4. Contribution of HTML 5 Featur es in Dealing with Mobile Devi ce’s 
Limitations [12]. 
HTML5 
Features 

Energy 
efficiency, 
battery life 

Bandwidth 
networking 
functionality 

Processing 
power, 
memory 

Screen 
size 

Data entry 
capabilities 

2D Vector 
Graphics 
(SVG) 

     

2D 
Programmatic 
API, HTML 

<canvas> 

     

Graphical 
effects 

     

Downloadable 
fonts 

     

Video and 
audio 

playback 

     

New types of 
form controls 

     

Touch-based 
interactions, 

Vibration API 

     

Device 
information, 
CSS-based 
adaptation 

     

Bidirectional 
connections 

     

On-line state      
Application 

Cache, 
Widgets 

     

Page visibility 
detection 

     

Battery status      
Threading      

 
[13] describes three types of cloud computing: 

“All functions are provided to users in form of services in 
clouds, that is, X as a service (Xaas). Above the three types 
of cloud services are Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as 
a Service and Soft ware as a Service. 
Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas): Users will de ploy 
processors, storage systems, network and other fundamental 
computing resources, and run operating system and 
applications software according to their own willing.  
Platform as a Service (Paas): Users write the application 
using programming languages and tools supported by 
providers, and r un it on cloud platform. 
Software as a Service (Saas): Software providers run 
programs on cloud com puting facility, and users use these  

programs through a variety of thin client int erface by client 
devices. There are three types of cloud application instances 
corresponded with three types of services: infrastructure for 
cloud services, platform for cloud services and application 
for cloud services.” [13] 

With concerns for sec urity ever i ncreasing globally, m obile 
cloud computing for biometric applications is a ra pidly 
expanding area of a pplication [14]. Fig. 3. s hows how 
important biometric feature vectors m ay be extracte d and 
processed by parallel cloud computing to increase the speed of 
execution. This is im portant in arriving at a near real-time  
decision in matters of security. 

 
Fig. 3. Example of Mobile Extracts Feature Vector and Offloads 
Recognition Task to the Cloud. [14]. 
 
[15] offers a novel and extended cloud computing application 
architecture which has taken into consideration features 
provided by both IBM and NIST and extended them.  This is 
shown in Fig. 4. 
 
With the prevalence and adoption of QR codes, it is very 
important to be able to proces s these in near realtim e as 
possible.  [16] offers an approach where the QR code has been 
used as an image while partitioning and executing the data as a 
stream through a m obile cloud computing environment.  Fig. 
5. shows the  superior performance in terms of im ages 
processed per second if the images are fi rst partitioned and 
then processed via cloud computing. 

 
Fig. 5. QR-Code Recognition Performance through various Platforms [16]. 
 
Mobile Internet Devices (MID) ca n enhance t heir limited 
computational power by of floading computational tasks onto 
the cloud. Fig. 6, shows cloud computing applied to MID. 
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                   Fig. 6. Overall Architecture for CC Applied to MID. [17] 
 
Cloud services can thus provide rich functionalities to MIDs 
by utilising the powerful int ernet connectivity of the m obile 
devices [17]. 

 
                Fig. 4. Hassan’s Cloud Computing Architecture [15]. 
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It is im portant to take int o account how faults are to be 
handled. [17] addresses this in cloud c omputing by the 
adoption of a n autonomous fault m anager module. Fig. 7 
shows the use of blocks with functionalities of ‘ide ntifier’, 
‘detector’ and ‘determiner’ in the autonomous fault manager. 
 

 
                               Fig. 7. Architecture for Fault Management [17]. 
 
[17] has proposed six essential and key methods to be adopted 
in the e fficient and smooth running of Cloud C omputing 
applications, these are: “ capturing commonality into cloud 
service, design for adaptability, architecturing thin-client, 
methods to ensure high QoS, monitoring services, and 
autonomous fault management.” Adopting this strategy will 
reduce potential future technical problems. 
Libraries are also adopting cloud computing to offer t heir 
services. An earlier paper [18] published i n 2011 discusses 
offering  medical library services utilizing the cloud. 
[19] discusses the adoption of cloud computing by small and 
medium enterprises in t he North East of England. Fig. 8,  
shows the decision making points that need to be consi dered 
for the adoption of on-demand computing services. 

 
Fig. 8. Framework for SME Adoption of On- demand Computing Services. 
[19]. 
 
[20] identifies the prime differences between traditional cloud co mputing and 
mobile cloud computing. This is shown in Table 5. 
 
 

Table 5. Connectivity , Device and Service Differences between Fixel-line  
Cloud and Mobile Cloud [20]. 

 
Table 6, highlights the co mmon elements of cloud co mputing that is 
applicable to Mobile Cloud Computing resources. 
 
Table 6. Co mmon Elements of Clou d Computing Applied to Mobile Cloud 
Resources [20]. 

 
 
Finally Table 7 from [20] shows the essential charac teristics that needs t o be 
carefully scrutined before the migration to cloud services. 
 
Table 7. Essential Characteristics Based on Mobile Cloud Resources [20]. 

 
 

[21] compares global IT outsourcing with Cloud Computing 
along with the evolution of traditional IT services. The maj or 
findings were that the im pact of Cloud computing on IT 
outsourcing is no doubt  significant. Cloud c omputing 
represents a fundam ental shift in how organizations pay for 
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and access IT services. It has created new opportunities for IT 
services providers and the outsourcing vendors will have to 
modify their strategy to take advantage of this new computing 
paradigm. Table 6, shows the sim ilarities between IT 
outsourcing and Cloud Computing. 

Table 6.  So me Similarities between IT outsourcing and Cloud Computing 
[21]. 

 

Table 7, also shows so me challenges faced in  the adoption of Cloud 
Computing. 
 
Table 7. Some Challenges of Cloud Computing [21]. 

 

[22] examines the c haracteristics of m anaging records in a 
cloud computing environment and compares these with 
existing archiving m odels, exemplified by t he open 
archival information syste m (OAIS) reference model. The 
proposed model to preserve records is shown in Fig. 9. 

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper has given an overview of the requirem ents to 
establish cloud computing. The main model of mobile cloud 
computing and fixed cloud computing have been covered. 
Services and their demands and c haracteristics to ensure a 
smooth operation over a c loud network have also been 
discussed. Results have been  reported from the litera ture 
review. Cloud Com puting applications have now ra pidly 
matured and stablised to offer many services in tegrated with 
the mobile communication network. 

 

Fig. 9. Information Flow to Preserve Records in Cloud Computing [22]. 
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